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January 5, 2022 

Orange County Sanitation District 
Clerk of the Board of Directors 
10844 Ellis Avenue 
Fountain Valley, CA 92708 

Re: Orange County Sanitation District’s (“OC San”) January 26, 2022, Resolution of 
Necessity (RON) Hearing:  Demand to (i) Cancel the Improper RON Hearing, or if OC San 
Proceeds with the RON Hearing, (ii) Appear and Be Heard 

Dear Board Members: 

This firm represents Bayside Village Marina LLC, a California limited liability company (“BVM”), 
owner of the property located at 300 E. Coast Highway and 100 N. Bayside Drive, Newport Beach, 
California 92660, bearing Assessor Parcel Number 440-132-60 (“Property”). 

This responds to the Orange County Sanitation District’s notice of intent to adopt a resolution of 
necessity (RON), which notice was mailed to our client, BVM, on December 20, 2021, authorizing the 
condemnation of portions of the Property for expansion of the Bay Bridge Pump Station (“BBPS”).  For 
the reasons set forth in this letter, BVM demands that OC San immediately cancel the improper RON 
hearing.  If OC San proceeds with the RON hearing, BVM requests (i) the opportunity to appear and be 
heard at the RON hearing, and (ii) this letter be made a part of the record. 

Background 

By way of background, OC San began exploring options for replacement of the BBPS in 2016 and 
in June 2017 issued a Draft Environmental Impact Report entitled “Bay Bridge Pump Station and Force 
Mains Replacement Project EIR.”  A final environmental impact report was never prepared, in part, 
because it conflicted with the adjacent Back Bay Landing Project owned by BVM.  Between 2017 and 
2019, BVM engaged in negotiations with OC San and the City of Newport Beach (“City”), including 
meetings with Councilmembers serving on the OC San Board and District staff explaining the inherent 
conflict with BVM’s recently City- and Coastal Commission-approved project and attempting to identify 
an alternative location or site plan to minimize the impacts of the BBPS.  The south side of the E. Coast 
Highway Bridge was specifically suggested as an alternative location less impactful to the Back Bay 
Landing Coastal Project.  OC San thereafter published a Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report 
in 2019 and again in 2020 with a Project Description that increased the BBPS footprint across BVM’s 
property frontage on E. Coast Highway but omitted numerous project details.  In addition, the City has 
recently informed BVM that OC San has now proposed a 2-story massive BBPS project design not 
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analyzed in the REIR.  Ultimately, OC San published a final environmental impact report (“EIR”) in January 
2021, but as the attached letter sent to OC San staff and CEQA consultants on September 21, 2020 
pointed out there continued to be numerous deficiencies with that EIR, and litigation in Orange County 
Superior Court pertaining to such deficiencies and OC San’s failure to comply with CEQA was filed in May 
2021 and is pending. 

On September 7, 2021, OC San sent a formal offer to BVM to acquire portions of the Property for 
the BBPS project.  On December 20, 2021, OC San sent BVM a Notice of Hearing on the RON set for 
January 26, 2022.   

Objections 

BVM objects to the RON hearing, and to OC San’s adoption of the RON, on the following grounds: 

1. OC San’s Adoption of a Resolution of Necessity Will Violate CEQA.   

California law is clear that a public agency must comply with the California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA) before adopting a resolution of necessity to condemn property.  (City of Stockton v. Marina 
Towers (2009) 171 Cal.App.4th 93, 108 [“Compliance with CEQA is mandatory before a public entity may 
condemn property for a proposed project.”].)  Requiring CEQA-compliance before commencing 
condemnation proceedings makes perfect sense, as (i) an agency is prohibited from undertaking an 
action that would taint its consideration of project alternatives, and (ii) the acquisition of private 
property is considered a definite course of action which is prohibited prior to preparing, finalizing and 
considering an Environmental Impact Report (EIR).  (See Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, § 15004, subd. (b)(2); 
City of San Jose v. Great Oaks Water Co. (1987) 192 Cal.App.3d 1005, 1017 [compliance with CEQA is a 
precondition of the institution of eminent domain proceedings]; Save Tara v. City of West Hollywood 
(2008) 45 Cal.4th 116, 140-142).  CEQA is the “environmental full disclosure act” to assess the 
environmental impact of all proposed “projects.” 

Here, OC San has not complied with CEQA and is currently in litigation with BVM pertaining to 
the deficiencies in the EIR and failure to comply with CEQA.  As clearly set forth in Bayside Village Marina 
LLC vs. Orange County Sanitation District, et al. (Case No. 30-2021-01194238-CU-WM-CXC), the EIR is 
deficient because (1) the project description is legally insufficient, (2) it fails to adequately describe the 
project setting and fails to assess the project’s impacts, (3) it fails to adequately analyze alternatives or 
alternative locations to the proposed project, (4) it fails to analyze the project’s consistency with the 
Coastal Commission-approved Back Bay Landing Planned Community Development Plan and the Newport 
Beach Local Coastal Program, and (5) it fails to adequately respond to comments from BVM, the City, the 
Irvine Company and California Fish and Wildlife.  Until these and any other non-compliance issues are 
addressed and appropriately considered, OC San will be in violation of CEQA; if BVM’s pending CEQA 
action is successful, OC San’s eminent domain action will be dismissed, and OC San will be required to 
pay BVM’s legal and expert fees.  (Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport v. Hensler (1991) 233 Cal.App.3d 
577, 599 [“[A] successful CEQA challenge to the adoption of a resolution of necessity would also 
constitute a defense to the eminent domain proceeding.”].) 
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2. The Project Is Not Planned or Located in the Manner That Will Be Most Compatible 
With the Greatest Public Good and the Least Private Injury. 

A public agency may not exercise the power of eminent domain for a proposed project unless it 
establishes that “the project is planned or located in a manner that will be most compatible with the 
greatest public good and the least private injury.”  (Code Civ. Proc., § 1240.030, subd. (b).)  

Because OC San has failed to undertake an adequate environmental analysis of the impacts of 
the BBPS Expansion project and has failed to thoroughly analyze and compare whether such impacts 
could be lessened in alternative locations, OC San cannot make this requisite finding.  BVM and the City 
have proposed alternative locations that are superior and less impactful, particularly the alternative 
location south of the E. Coast Highway bridge on the Irvine Company parking lot and/or the .62 acre BVM 
parcel, but OC San has ignored those superior alternatives.  In summary, there are numerous issues with 
the design, location, LCP and Back Bay Landing PCDP inconsistency and land use and aesthetic 
incompatibility of OC San’s project, all of which must be adequately addressed to minimize impacts to the 
environment, coastal resources and BVM’s existing and proposed coastal dependent and residential 
development. 

3. OC San’s Temporary Construction Easement Encumbers the Property in Perpetuity.   

While OC San purports to acquire a temporary construction easement (“TCE”) on the Property, 
the terms of the TCE lack any definitive expiration date.  Without an expiration date, the TCE will 
potentially encumber and cloud the Property in perpetuity.  This encumbrance prevents any 
development of the Property and greatly impacts BVM’s use and development of its Property.  Based on 
the current RON, OC San’s overbroad and massively damaging acquisition is not necessary for the Project 
and is not planned in the manner that will cause the least private injury, in violation of applicable law.   

4. OC San’s Post-REIR Pump Station Design Changes Further Adversely Impact the Property.   

Throughout the years of discussions between OC San and BVM, the design and height of the new 
pump station has always been a one-story building, as is the existing facility.  Now, OC San has proposed 
a design and height change on BVM, provided through a series of design options shown to the City, 
thereby making the pump station two-stories in height.  This is presented, despite the original 
representations to the public, that the pump station would be one-story.  A two-story pump station 
eviscerates views from the proposed residential units on the Property and increases the damages to 
BVM, and is not necessary.  BVM’s engineering consultants had identified an alternative design that 
would keep the pump station one-story in height, but OC San has refused to meet to consider this 
alternative.  Therefore, OC San’s current design is once again not necessary for the Project and is not 
planned in the manner that will cause the least private injury. 

Conclusion 

For the reasons set forth in this letter, OC San’s Board members cannot validly adopt the 
proposed resolution of necessity.  BVM therefore requests that the Board members not proceed with the 
hearing on that resolution or, if the Board does proceed, vote to reject said defective resolution. 
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Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Regards, 

Bradford B. Kuhn 
Nossaman LLP 

Attachment 
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September 21, 2020 

Kevin Hadden 
Principal Staff Analyst 
Orange County Sanitation District 
10844 Ellis Avenue 
Fountain Valley, CA  97208 

Re: 2020 Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Bay Bridge 
Pump Station and Force Mains Replacement Project 

Dear Mr. Hadden: 

Our firm represents Bayside Village Marina LLC (“BVM”) and provides the following 
comments with regard to the 2020 Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report (“REIR”) for 
the Bay Bridge Pump Station and Force Mains Replacement Project (“BBPS”) (“Project”) 
prepared by Lead Agency Orange County Sanitation District (“OCSD”) 

We also incorporate, by reference, our prior September 3, 2019 (“2019 REIR”) comments 
as well as the technical comments provided by BVM’s engineering consultants, Fuscoe 
Engineering, in their letter of September 5, 2019, as additional background and support for our 
comments on this 2020 Draft REIR. 

Our detailed comments are as follows: 

1. Project Description Issues

1.1 “Adjacent Pump Station” Project Description Omits Critical Information

We appreciate that the Draft REIR improves on the prior 2019 REIR in that the Project
Description can now clearly be ascertained from among the identified alternatives. However, the 
Project Description, contrary to the requirements of CEQA (see prior comment letter), remains 
somewhat imprecise and, particularly with respect to 3.1.2 Project Setting (Existing Conditions), 
fails to accurately describe the existing fully developed Bayside Village Marina site, throughout 
the various sections of the REIR.  Moreover, the descriptions/exhibits that should set forth 
precise modes of access, maintenance, force main alignments, construction staging areas, etc., 
fail to do so. 

Throughout the 2020 Draft REIR the “project setting/existing conditions” are described 
simply in terms of development of the expanded BBPS within, or impacts to, recreational vehicle 
(“RV”) storage area (see Section 3.1.1, 3.1.2, Table 3-1, Section 5.9.1, 5.9.4 and particularly 
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Tables 5.9-1, 5.9-2, 5.9-3 Land Use Consistency Analyses).  This grossly understates the 
construction period and long-term impacts on the coastal dependent uses both existing on, and 
planned for the BVM site. 

Because the Project Site boundaries and work areas (also known as Temporary 
Construction Easement areas, or “TCE’s”) (see Exhibit 3-2 on page 3-3 Site Vicinity, and Exhibit 
3-6 on page 3-14 Adjacent Pump Station Work Areas) include or are immediately contiguous to 
existing coastal recreational marine commercial uses, including the existing 220-slip Bayside 
Village Marina and adjacent marina parking, Gondola Adventures, Southwind Kayaks and SUP 
rentals and the single access to these recreational and marine commercial uses, these existing 
uses should be identified and throughout the REIR described and impacts to and consistency 
with these uses need to be evaluated. 

It is important to note that the City of Newport Beach (“City”) and California Coastal 
Commission (“CCC”), in approving the Back Bay Landing Projects (“BBLP”) currently under 
development on the Site, and the BBL Environmental Impact Report and 2016 Back Bay Landing 
Planned Community Development Plan (now adopted as part of the 2017 CCC Certified City 
Local Coastal Program (“LCP”), did not account for the Adjacent Pump Station/Expand-in-Place 
Option as OCSD did not identify the need to expand the BBPS until after the BBL project was 
approved and the PCDP incorporated into the Certified City LCP.  

1.2 Key 2020 REIR Exhibits Need Revision to Reflect Omitted Project 
Description Details 

Exhibit 3-5 (page 3-10) should be revised to show how OCSD will access the pump 
station via N. Bayside Drive (both ingress and egress) through the existing Bayside property and 
planned BBLP site.  The current Exhibit 3-5 is incomplete, omits critical information/graphics, and 
should be labeled “Shared Access.”  

Alternatively, a new exhibit should be created showing how the estimated 15 
maintenance and service trucks per week will access the adjacent/expanded BBPS.  This is an 
important component of the BBPS Project, and without access from N. Bayside Drive via the 
BBL site, OCSD will be required to utilize the existing and substantially less safe access off of 
East Coast Highway. 

The Project Description notes several times throughout the REIR that access off 
N. Bayside Drive through a future shared driveway with the BBLP will be the primary access to 
the Adjacent Pump Station Project. 

Exhibit 3-6 (page 3-14), “Adjacent Pump Station Work Areas,” identifies construction 
staging areas required to be located on BVM’s property during the implementation of the BBPS 
Project which, based on the discussion in Section 3.4 Construction, would occur over a 36-month 
period. 

Exhibit 3-6 identifies both a significant portion of the BVM property, as well as the 
Castaways City property to the west of the Newport Harbor channel.  Since it is not clear that the 
City has agreed or is willing to provide the Castaways site for construction staging, the REIR 
should identify alternative staging areas, either on or off the BVM property, for the three years of 
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planned construction.  Moreover, the utilization of the existing narrow and long driveway lane into 
the fully developed BVM site will have foreseeable impacts on the existing BVM marina, marina 
parking, and, as discussed above, recreational and marine commercial uses on the BVM site.  
Construction period impacts will be even more significant if they occur during construction of the 
BBL project.  The REIR should identify estimated dates for start and completion of all phases of 
construction, including demolition and removal of the existing BBPS.  The square footage of the 
TCE areas needs to be specifically identified, including access areas, timing and duration of 
occupation of the TCE’s, and the direct and indirect impacts of construction on adjoining 
recreational and marine commercial uses. 

Footage is considered conceptual and may be subject to downward refinement 
during final design. 

BVM requests that OCSD design the pump station (using the most current technology 
and efficient design to minimize the required expansion of the BBPS and therefore acquisition of 
the City and CCC-approved BBL mixed-use project site and replacement of coastal 
dependent/coastal related uses with industrial use expansion. 

Such an otherwise unnecessary expansion will exacerbate the conflicts with and impacts 
to the baseline of existing recreational and marine commercial uses and the approved BBL 
Project as set forth in the approved BBL PCDP and the City’s 2017 certified LCP.  By 
characterizing the BBL site as nothing more than an RV storage facility, the Section 5.9 land use 
and Coastal Act consistency analysis underestimates the impacts on both the existing dveloped 
BVM site and the approved BBL land uses, and remains woefully inadequate (see also 
Comments 2 and 3, September 3, 2019 BVM REIR Comment Letter). 

2. Force Mains Location Renders BBL South of East Coast Highway Site Unusable  

Exhibit 3-7 (page 3-15) depicts the OCSD dual 24’ force mains alignment bisecting the 
BBL property south of the E. Coast Highway bridge essentially in half.  This approximate .60 acre 
property is within BBL PCDP Planning Area 2 and allows 8,390 square feet of CM (recreational 
and marine commercial) uses.  Due to indicated restrictions on permanent structures above the 
force mains and required setbacks, such an alignment would severely impact BVM’s ability to 
develop anything on the site, consistent with its CM land use designation.  

As previously discussed with OCSD staff, OCSD should identify an alternative alignment 
closer to the south edge of the BBL property, adjacent to the Irvine Co. parking lot, which will 
reduce impacts to this important CM-designated property.  

3. OCSD Must Provide Greater Specificity Regarding Site Operations and Utilization 
of Shared Access 

Section 5.7.4 (page 5.7-20) briefly identifies “Operations” and notes a maximum of 15 
trips for chemical deliveries, periodic maintenance and inspections per week (or 60 per month).  
BVM recognizes the size and type of truck differs for various maintenance requirements.  OCSD 
must provide a more detailed breakdown of the anticipated maintenance frequency based on the 
size and type of truck and projected hours/time of access through the BBL site.  OCSD must not 
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only acquire a permanent easement for this access, but must fund short- and long-term 
maintenance of the amenitized BBL project access. 

4. Consistency With Back Bay Landing Planned Community Development Plan 

As set forth in our September 3, 2019 Comment Letter (page 7), Planning Area 1 of the 
BBL PCDP permits the BBPS with its current size and location (see the PCDP Table 2, Exhs. 3, 
5, 9, 12).  The PCDP does not contemplate any expansion of relocation of the BBPS (ibid).  

Moreover, the LU-5 (2020 REIR, page 5.9-24) discussion in the REIR incorrectly infers 
that any pump station in any location within PA-1 is a permitted use as a matter of right, in 
stating, “Accordingly, the pump station is a permitted use as a matter of right.”  The BBPS 
Adjacent Pump Station expansion project is subject to all of the discretionary permits and 
regulatory approvals outlined in Section 3.6 Permits and Approvals (page 3-16 and 3-17 of the 
REIR), and during Site Development Review, this Adjacent Expand-in-Place must be shown to 
be consistent with all of the requirements of the BBL PCDP.  Only the original Rehab-in-Place 
alternative is identified in the BBL PCDP. 

In regards to the Site Development Review process, and consistency with the PCDP, 
Mitigation Measure AES-1 requiring engineering drawings and specifications prepared by the 
Project Engineer or their designee to be “submitted for review and approval by the OCSD 
Director of Engineering,” and AES 2-4 requiring only a similar internal review process for 
assessment of visual and aesthetic impacts, are inadequate.  These, and any other BBPS 
project drawings, plans, operational programs and improvement documents must be submitted 
to BVM at the earliest possible date, prior to any OCSD approval, and all mitigation measures 
must be revised to assure their occurs. 

We look forward to working with OCSD to address these and other BBPS Adjacent Pump 
Station REIR and Project issues, and look forward to your agency’s response to these and other 
comments. 

Sincerely, 
 

 
 
 
 
John P. Erskine 
Nossaman LLP 
 

JPE:dlf 

 
cc: Valerie Ratto, P.E., OCSD (vratto@ocsd.com) 
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